Faculty

Christopher Francisco, PhD—Professor and Head

Regents Professor: Alan Adolphson, PhD (emeritus); William Jaco, PhD (Grayce B. Kerr Chair); Jiahong Wu, PhD (AT&T Professor)

Professors: Douglas B. Aichele, EdD (emeritus); Dale E. Alspach, PhD (emeritus); Leticia Barchini, PhD; Dennis Bertholf, PhD (emeritus); Birne Binegar, PhD; Herman Burchard, PhD (emeritus); James R. Choi, PhD (emeritus); Bruce C. Crauder, PhD; Benny Evans, PhD (emeritus); Amit Ghosh, PhD; Anthony Kable, PhD; Marvin S. Keener, PhD (emeritus); JaEun Ku, PhD; Weiping Li, PhD; Lisa A. Mantini, PhD; J. Robert Myers, PhD; Alan Noell, PhD; Michael Oehrtman, PhD (Noble Professor); Igor Pritsker, PhD (Vaughn Professor); David J. Ullrich, PhD (emeritus); John Wolfe, PhD (emeritus); David J. Wright, PhD; Roger Zierau, PhD

Associate Professors: Mahdi Asgari, PhD; Paul Fili, PhD; Ning Ju, PhD; Jiří Lebl, PhD; Jeffrey Mermin, PhD; Edward Richmond, PhD; Jay Schweig, PhD; Henry Segerman, PhD

Assistant Professors: John Paul Cook, PhD; Sean Curry, PhD; John Doyle, PhD; Neil Hoffman, PhD; Anand Patel, PhD; Michael Tallman, PhD; Xukai Yan, PhD; Xu Zhang, PhD

Teaching Assistant Professors: Lee Ann Brown, MS; Allison Dorko, PhD; Detelin Dosev, PhD; Cynthia Francisco, MS; Melissa Mills, PhD; Donna Rae Tree, MS